March, 2017

Bourns® Model CMF-SD Series Ceramic PTC Resettable Fuses

Change to Carrier Tape

The carrier tape for Bourns® Model CMF-SD Ceramic PTC Resettable Fuses is being improved to allow for better pick-and-place operations. The cavity bottom of the new carrier tape is changing from four individual bosses to a single crossed boss. This change will allow the product to sit more level in the carrier tape, thereby improving pick-and-place operations. There is no change to the form, fit, function, quality, or reliability of the CMF-SD product family.

Due to circumstances beyond Bourns’ control, the new carrier tape has been implemented immediately for select part numbers.

If you have any questions or need additional information, please feel free to contact Customer Service/Inside Sales.

Users should verify that the described changes will not impact the performance of the product in their specific applications.